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The 'Apollo-Soxuz Test Project .(ASTP), Which flew.i July 1975, aroused
considerable public interest; rust, because the space riv Is of the late 1950's
and'1960's were working together in a joint endeavor, and second, because
their mutual efforts included developing a space resc e system ,;Phe ASTP

also included, significant scientific 'experiments, the sults of wIliCh Can be

used in teaching biology ,,; physics, and ihathematics i schools and. colleges.
Thikseriei of pamphlets discussing the Apollo-So juz mission and experi-

men& is a set of curriculum supplementi designed for teachers, supervisors,
/

curriculum specialists,. and teiftbook writers as well for the gerieral public'...

Neither textbooks nor courses ofr study, these p phlets are intended to
provide a rich source of ideas, examples of the sti 'rifle, method, pertinent
references tostandardiextbooks, and clear descriptiOns.of ip$ce experiments.

' In a sense, they may garded as a pioneering fo of teaching aid. seldom

has there been such forthright effOrt, to pro ide, directly to teachers; ,,,,-

curriculum-releVant reports of current scienti is -research. High' school
teachers Who reviewed the texts Suggested that dVanced studenti who are

interested might be assigned td study one pari0 et and report on itto the rest

Of the Class. After class discussion, students , ight be assigned (without
access to the pamphlet) one or more of the'"Q estions for Discussion" for
formabThr informal answers,' thus stressing t e .applicatiork,of what was

. previously covered in the pamphlets. .,

The authors of these pamphlets are, Dr, Lou Williams Page, a,geologist, and

Dr. Thornton Page, an *astrenonier. Both have taught science: at severaLs.i.
universities and have pu'blished l'ilboolcs on science for schools colleges, and

the general reader, .including a recent' one space science 1
Technical assistance to the Pages was rovided. by the Apollo

Program Scientist, Dr. R. Thomas Giuli, and by Richard R. Baldwin,
W. Wilion Lauderdale, and Susan 1st Montgomery, members of the group at

the SA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in Houston whichorganizedthe

scietitt icipation in the ASTP and published their reports of experimen-

tal results. . - ..

Selected teachers frimin high schools and universities throughout the United

States reviewed ,e pamphlets in 4,raft form. They suggested changes ifil
wording,. the addition 'of a gloss* of terms unfathiliar- to students, and
improvements in diagrams. A list of the teachers and of the scientific inves-
tigators who reviewed the texts for accuracy follows this Preface.

This set of Apollo-Soyaz pamphlets was initiated and coordinated by Dr.:

Frederick.B. Tuttle, Director of Educational Progfkns, and was supported by

the NASA Apollo-Soyuz Program Office, by Leland J. Casey, Aerospace
Engineer for ASTP, and by .William b. Nixon, Educational Programs
Officer, all of NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C.
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After 4 years of pireparation by the U.S. National Aerona i. Space

Administration (NASA) and the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, that Apollo
and Soyuz Spacecraft were launched on July 15,1975. Two days latertit 14:09
Gitentyich mearktimeon July 17, after Apollo maneuvered into the same 44
as Soyuz, the two spacecraft were docked. The astronauts and'cosmonauts
then met for the,first international handshake in space, and each crew enter
mined the other crew (one at a time)at a meal of typical.American or RusSian
food. These activities and the phygics of reaction motors, orbits around the
Earth, and weightlessness (zero-g) are described more fully in Pamphlet I,

The Spacecraft, Their Orbits, and Docking" (EP-133). . '
Thirty -four experiment& were performed while Apollo and Soyuz wore in

orbit: 23 by astronauts, 6 by cosmonauts, and 5 jointly. These experiments in
' spate were selected from 161 proposals from Scientists in nine different

countries. They are listed by number in Pamphlet. I, and-groups of two or more
are deScribed in detaffin Pamphlets II through IX (EP-134 through EP-141,
respectiVely). Each experiment was directed by a Principal Investigator,
assisted by several Co-Investigators, and the detailed scientific results have
been published by NASA in two reports: the ASTP Preliminary Serienee
Report (NASA TM' )58173) end the ASTP Summary Stience Report
(1ANSA SP .412), The simplified accounts given in these pamphlets have been
reviewed ildy the Principal InveStigators or one of the Co-Investigators.

As described in Pamphlet I, the orbit of a spacecraft is controlled by the
Earth's grayitationar,field. If the Earth's gravity is "smooth," the spacecraft
moves to an elliptical .prbit at a predictable velocity. HoweYer, if there are
irregularities in the Earth's graYity; a spacecraft in low orbit will siieed up and
slow down as it passes over them. Such irregular motion has been observed i'.

for spacecraft in- 'orbit. around the,Moon and has been looked for on NASA
missions passing other Planets, -

For many years, the acceleration of gravity g was thought to ge:the same on
all parts Of. the Earth"s surface; Then it was discovered that g is higher than
tordal in someregions and lower than'normal in others. These regions are
called "gravity anomalies," and they are caused by the high or low density of
the. Earth's crust. Detecting them is us ulin locating ore deposit coal, oil,
and gas. Two of th Apollo-Soyui ex riments were designed t eteat
:gravity anomalies from the motions of spacecraft.

Etperiment MA-089, Doppler Tracking, was supervised by G. C. Weif-
fenbach of the Smithsqnian Astrophysical ObservatOry in Cambridge, Mas-
sachpseits: The objective was to detect gravity anomalies by measuring the
changes,in the distance between two satellites (the Apollo Command Module
and the Docking Module) as-they passed over an anomaly and were acceler:
ated by its higher gravitational force. Both satellites were in the. same low
orbit., and this technique became kAoWn as the "low-lOW" methed.

,



The Principal Investigator fecr Experiment MA-128, Geodynamicswasy.
O. Vonbun of the NASA Robert. H. Goddard Spate Flight Center (GSFC) ih,, .1
Greenbelt, Maryland. The experiment.' was designed. to detect giaVity,
anoMalies by measuring the changes in distance between the. Apollo space--
c?aft and the ATS-4 satellite, which "Was in a much higher orbit: Thit
procedure bel\ame 'known as the "high-low!' Method, in contrast.; to the
'low-loW:' method of Expeement MA-60.



hen an automobile blOwing its horn or a train. blowing its whistle passes
you, there is an obvious change in the pitch of the sound that you hear. The
pitch becomes higher as the vehicle approaches and lower as it receles. In
1842, Christian Doppler, an Austrian scientist pointed out that this change is
to be expected when any 4ource of periodic output such as sound waves moves
toward or away from an Observer.. The pitch (the higher or lower tone) of
sound is a measure of the frequency of sound Waves, which are periodic
changes, in air pressure that we can hear. The Doppler effect is usually
illustrated by a diagram that shows sound' waves crowded together in, the

direction of the motion,of the train whistle and spread out on the other side.
Figure 2:1 gives a more precise explanation. .

The train whistle gives out sound waves of frequency f, about 500 hertz

(50t cycles/sec). These waves travel through the'air at the velocity of sound
bout 320 m/sec. As the train approachesAyejoc#Y1;, its distance from a,

lissiener (obserVei) standing near the traCkiftereisiiii: ,herefore, each
sound wave has less distance to travel thaii the precedingWave (Fig. 2.1). The
!.'period77 of the sound wave is T = 1/f,, which is the time interval between'
waves, or.about 0.002 second for the train whistle. In the intervalT, the train

moves a distance vt. The, next sound wave thus arrives early by vTlvs seconds,

and the period of miund wages heard by the Obierver isT' (vTlvs). The

frequency that he liers isf;,=f (vflys), and the wavelength X he measures

is it! X (vANs).
The Doppler shift. is

1 AT =

X' X

where T, f, and X are the period, frequency, and wavelength, respectively, of
the, train-whistle sound as heard or measured on the train. AsDoppler
explained the phenomenon more than a century ago, the same reasoning
,applies to light waves or radio waves, except that they move with a much
larger speed, 3 x 108 m/sec the velocity of light e). Light waves from the



moving train would thus be shifted,to a higher frequency ("blue-shifted" by
Af +fv1c or AX = Xv/c) as the train approaches. The light waves would be
"red-shifted" (negative Af, positive AX) as the train recedes. The. terms
"blue-shifted" : and ''red-shifted" are used because higher frequency waves
of visible light are blue and lower frequency waves are fed, as described PI
Pamphlet M. The shift is yery small for normal train velocities (60 km/hr or

. 16.7 m/sec or 37 mph), which are le§s than one-millionth of the velocity of
light. However, most satejlites, planets, stars, and other astronomical objects
move much faster than trains (from 7 km/sec. to hundreds. of kilometers per

Waves received T (vTlvs)seconds apart

. D /vs. time of arrival-of first wave

T 2T 3T 4T 5T
i Time, sec

Figure 2.1 . Distance-time plot showing the Doppler shift for sound waves from an ap-
proaching train with T of 2 milliseconds. Waves received by the observer have
T' of 1.95 ,milliseconds.
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second). The small Doppler shifts of radii) waves from a radar on a police car.
are used by police to show when drivers are exceeding the speed limit. (The
Doppler shift is doubled when the radio waves are reflected from a moving

The. Discovery of Mascons on the Moon.%
Radio techniques measure frequency very accurately. They were used to
discover the "mascons," which are concentrations of mass just under the
Moon's surface, from the very small accelerations of Moonorbiters that were
broadcasting radio waves to receivers on Earth. The -Doppler effect results
from the movement of the sender or the receiver,toward or away froth each
other. Therefore, it is the component of v along the line from the moving
orbiter to the receiver on Earth that must be used in the Doppler formula
Af = fvlc. This is shown in Figure 24 Radio engineers at the NASA Jet'
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) tracked NASA's five Lunar Orbiters and meas-
ured Of.' with high precision. They turned the DOppler-forrinula around and
computed v = cbilf with an accuracy of a few Millimeters per second. Taking ',.
into account the Earth' s' motion and the direction of motion of the Lunar
Orbiter satellite, thF engineV calculated the Orbital speed of the satellite,
second by second. they knew that the satellite should follow Newton's lawg'
and move with uniform speed in an ellipse (almost a circle) around the center

of the Moon. However, their measurements showed that each: satellite would
speed up slightly, then stow down, as it passed over one of the large circular
basins on the Moon. All this first happened in 1968.

The interpretationof thege acceleration's is shown in Figure 2.3. According
to Newton's Law of`Gravitation (force Fr,' GmMIr2; see Pantphlet I); there
must be extra mass (the mascon) in each Ilnar basin, whiCh pulled the satellite
toward the basin, As the satellite appro hed the basin, its orbital speed
increased slightly; after it passed the b in, it sloWed down a little-. The
amount of speeding up and slowing down gave an estimate of the mass con-
centration.M. Each mascon there are eight presently known on the Moon) is
thought to be the remains of a huge meteor that hit the oon and formed the
basin (a large' crater). Each mascon causes a gravity anom , and.these were
the first gravity anomalies foundon an astronomical body of r than the Earth.
Others have since been found on Mars.

r /

'Project Physics. Secs. 8.4. to 8.8; PSSC. Secs. 13-8 and I3 -10. (Throughout this

pamphlet, references are given to key topics covered in these three standard tektbooks;%"Project
Physics;' second edition. Holt. Rinehart and Winston. 1975; "physical Scietice Study
Committee' (PSSC), fourth edition. D. C. Heath. 1976; and "lnvestigating the Earth" (ESCP).

Houghton Mifflin Company. 1973.)
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Figure 2.2 Doppler shift from the component of velocity In the line of sight.
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To measure the bOppler shift Afaccurately,'Ixthlhe broadcast frequency ii

and the frequency received on Earth f' Must be known acetkately. Thislidtine
by Using Crystal oscillators to control a radiofrequency electronic circuit at
2000 megahertz (2 x 109 cycles/sec). with a deviation of only 'a fraction of

-.1 hertz (1 cycle/ sec): These crystal oscillators made it. possible to rneaStie the
Doppler shifts on Apollo-Soyuz:very acceirately. The moving object (the

7 r.

Orbiter,.. :
slowd&down by M

Dense'masCon under
crater on Moon

. .

v Orbiter, mass m, .

opeeded up by M.

Eg

Effect of a mascon on the speed of a passing Orbiter. Figure 2.3

Apollo Command Module or the Docking Module) had a crystal-controlled
radio. The frequency of radio, waves received was compared to the frequency,
of a similar crystal. The two frequencies were almost the same, but the sum of
the incoming waves and the standard crystal oscillator gave a "beat
frequency" equal to the difference between the two ftequencies, as shown .t
Figure 2.4.

Wave I
1 = 2 gigahertz

Wa 2
f .25 gigahertz

Sum of waves 1 and 2
has beat.frequency
1 0.25 gigahertz

r.

a $ .

Beat frequency in the sumbf two waves of different frequency. Figure 2.4

1



Questions for Discussion
(Doppler Shift)

1. The exhaust of a racing car (without a muffler) makes.] 0 put-puts" per
second at a speed v of 50kmihr (31 mph). If the car is going away froni'you at
that speed, how many "put-puts will you hear each second?

2. A police car is p 'rked on a side street at a 45° angle to the. oncoming
traffic on a highway. Will the Doppler radar on the police car give the correct
speeds of cars on the highway?

3- The lunar orbiter tiad an orbital speed of 1.7 km/sec. How did the .

Doppler shift of its 2000-megahertz radio transmitter change as it moved
across the center Of the Moon and rounded the edge as "seen" by a radio
receiver or Earth? (Assume that there are:no mascons.)



arth's aravity Anomalies2

The accllerati9p of gravity: at the -Earth's surface is c led ,g and is
about 9.X. rnis&,2 (see. Pamphlet I). Around 1590, Galileo irst;:trieasured
g. About 100 ar later, Newton used g and the accelerat n of the Moon
toward the Earth to derivehis LaW of Gravitation3 GmAfir2). Much

.later;. scientists found that .g is not exactly the same everywhere On Earth.
Evidently, there are high-densitY rocks like the lunar mascons in some
placs and low-density rocks in other places. Also the Earth's rotation
reduces g from 9,83 m/sec2 near the poles to 9.78 m/sec2 near the Equator. '
The rotation also changes the shape. of the Earth, producing a bulge near
the Equator where the diameter' is 43 kilometers more than the diameter

I, through the. pole's.

Gravity Meters4
-

Eiirly measurements of g. were made by timing the swing of a pendulum
(Fig.. 3:1).. The period T a a penolulum's swing is 27r,/Eii, where L is the
length of the pendultim. So, g = 47r2L/T2..The period can be measured vary.
accurately by counting 10.000 swings and dividing the total time by 1.0000,,

v..TattT v oat
and at t

Fg mg

A pendulum used to.measure g froM 4ir 2L/1- 2, Figure 3.1:.

tSCP., Sec. 3-10.
'Project. Phisics, Secs. 8.4 to 8.8; PSSC. Secs. 13-8 and 13-10.
''.Project Physics. Problem 8.19; FSSC, Sec. 13-10.



If you have a stopwatch that ig accurate to 0,1 'second., your value of T is
good to ±0.00001 second.

An accurate. pendulum Is still the best instrument to measure g, and such
measUreitents have 'been made-at hundreds of geophysical stations all over
the world. However, a pendulum won't work on A rolling ship or in :fin.

flyfly' g hrough bumpy air. Scientists therefore produced A `gra
vimeter, hicti has-a small mass M on a spring;(Fig. 3.2). The force of
grayityon m is Fg --,---mg. Ifg is slightly larger, the spring is.stretched slightly
farther. Gravimet6rs haVe complex wz6s of magnifying this extra stretch:

Protective box at constanj
temperature with removable
Supports for mass ri7

Accurate
matching
pointers

Figure.d.2 A gravimeter for measuring ,g by the extension of an'aCcurate spring. .
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Some use bent quartz fibers as part of the spring, and the instrument is
proteeted from careless handling and teMperature changes that might. affect
the readings. Each gravimeter is calibratea-agains,t a standard pendulum just
before it is-used A good graVirneter can measure g with an error of lesS than
0.1 mm/sec2.

g Gravity Anomalies and Earth Stracture
Geologists on foot have carried gravimeters into mountains and across plains.
They have taken them along seacoasts in, automobiles and-out into oceans in

In some places, they have made surveys while flying in airp Ties
at constant altitude., The acceleration. of gravity _g is slightly small

' higher altitudes because the 'distance from.the centerof theEarth is greater,
The force of gravity is proportional to .1/r2, 'where! is the distance froin the
Earth's center. GraVity readings areruSually corrected to what they would be at
sea level.

Maps of g corrected to sea level show malty, maximums and-mini ms;

that is humps and 'troughs in the force. of gravity: if the Earth were -per-;
fectly homogeneous, tlierg,-Would be no maximums and no minimtims: The
measured values thus, tell gedlogists about the structure of the Earth's crust.

_arin general, g is higher over continents where dense rocks are near the surface
.00 and lower over deep oceanhasins where the dense rocks are far beloW. Other

smaller structures; such as iron-ore, coal, oil, and salt depositS, can be
detected. Caves and undergiound lava flows can also be located. Gravimeter
surveys are usefuLin,prospecting for oil: They also indicate the shape of buried
craters and extinct volcanoes.

Gravimeter surveys by foot, automobile or submarine are.,slow but
Irelatively accurate. Measurements from airplanes, although faster, end to be

inaccurate. Measurements Of g from satellites have the advantage o overing
very large areas in a short time..A primary objective of the gravity, experi-
ments during the Apollo-Soyuz mission was to determine how acerbate the,
measurements trom a satellite would be Of course,a gravimeter ctnnot be

used in a spacecraft in orbit becauseeverything there is weightless and g
would:be Measured as:zero. (The spring would pull the mass in to the top of

i the box in Figure 3.2 because F = 0; see Pamphlet I.) The method used
depends on the accelerations of the spaCecraft (as in the: discbvery of mascons
on the Moon). Because Apollo-Soyuz was-in a low (222-kilometer altitude)
circular orbit, small changes in g at the Earth's surface could be detected..
A higher satellite would be less sensitive to changes in. g .__.

1 ..

,



Questions for, Discussion
(Gravimeters, Gravity. Anoinalies)

4. An old-fashioned pendulum clock keeps accurate time at sea level,
but the owner .moves it to a hotel on Pike's Peak, at an altitude of about;
4 kilOmeters (14.000 feet). Will it run fast or slow

5. When an airplane goes into a banked turn, wha happens to the reading
of a gravimeter onboard the airplane?

a . 10.4 ,6. If g is 9.8000 misec2 on-the,surface in the Mtdwestem United States,
what is, it at an altitude .of 12 kilometeri (39 000 feet)? (The radius of the
Eartii:js. 6378 kilometers.)

,6-'`P:'. .. \\7 How does the Earth s rotation reduce g near the
;
Equator? 1

vI
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0. Low-Low''..
Satellite :Technique

-When two satellites in low orbit follow one another pit a gravity "anomaly,-
the first is speeded up before the second one is and the distance between them
ificreases..Then the first satellite slowed down (back to normal) before the
second one is and the distance between them decreases (Fig. 4.1), The MA-089

. Doppler Tracking Experiment was designed, to detect these changes in
distance. A crystal-controlled radio ansmittef was mounted on the Docking
Module (DM), and a receiver with a similar c stal 'Was placed on the Apollo
Command' Module (CM). Each weighed about 7 kilograms. While the DM
was attached to the CM, the radios were warmed up and tested for constant
frequency. This test showed a slight ch e of about 3 parts in 1012; that' is,
Atli broadcast frequency of 324 megahe z (324 million cycles/sec) vAried
by only 1 millihertz (0.001 cycle/sec).

On July 23 at 19A5 'Greenwich mean ti 6 (GMT-the time in Greentvich,
England, used as siandard time on the' Apollo-Soyuz mission), the DM was
unlatched from the Apollo CM. Before releasing the DM, the astronauts used
the Apollo reaction-control jets to spin Apollo- and the DM at about one

.1rotation every 72 seconds. After the DM was released, the Apollo CM
gradually ceased spinning and Nacked away from the D.M. Th4 purpose of the
DM orationwas to stabilize it with its radio antenna toward Apollo. Although
this approach worked fairly well the DM still had a small wobble that
brouht its antenna first toward and then away from Apollo: ThiS wobble

- /
t, 4 F Iz steo2.,21 30 rn/sec

CM/DMseparation

-16

CM riropulsion

't.,;4
.

19:40 19:4 :19:50 19.55 .20:00, .20:05 20:10 : 20:20 20:25 .

GMT, hr:Fnn

Doppler shift of the. 324-megahertz frequency showing the. DM drift after sep-
aration and the CM rocket firing:

ti
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introduced an unwanted bin small periodic! Doppler shift in the DM radio
transmission.

The Doppler shift as Apollo backed away from the DM/at r.3 m/sec is
shown 'in Figure 4.1. At 20:20 GMT, the. Apollo reaction jets .were fired to
separate the Apollo from the DM 'More quickly;. When they reached 300

ltkilometers, the astronauts fired the jets' in tiother direction so that Apollo
stayed abotLt the same distance behind the PM. .

Although the radio receiver could measure the difference in frequency
accurately, there were three lianticipated complication, in maturing the
acceleratiOns caused by gravity anomalies: First, the DM .moved into a
Slightly different orbit' from that of,the CM. This change in orbital shape
caused a period,ic increase and decrea'se of the separation every 93 minutes,
the time for one trip around the Earth (see Fig: 4.2 and Pamphlet I): Second,
atmospheric deak on the two orbiters was slightly different, which caused a
gradual increase in separatiog,finally, electrons in the Earth's upper atmos-
phereibetween the two ogbiteiTcdbped: a small shift in the frequency of.the
radio ransmissions:

The slight difference in orbit was checked by ground observations so that
corrections could be made. The atmospheric drag was estimated in advance
(it caused a smooth, long-term change In separation). After correcting for
this, short-term charlges due to gravity anomalies could still be detected. The'
effect of electrons elfilildbe measured by using 4wo frequencies, 162 and 324
megahertz. The electrons changed one frequency more.than the other, so,
both the. Doppler.slift-and the shift due to electrons could be calculated from
the twomneasured frequency changes.

The frequency shifts were measured over 10.;second intervals for 13.8 ,

hours as the DM and the CM circled the Earth nine times. During these nine
orbits, they passed over various parts of tke Earth's surface and ould have
recorded many gravity anomalies. However, unlike the tests Made en the.

`+ 2

r
-2

g -4

-6. I 'l
01' 02 03. 04 05

I I '-
07 08 09

GMT; hr

Doppler shifts during eight orbits (corrected for lonosp eric effects).



CM and DM Were Still connected, variations in the. DM radio- signal strength
were ;o:large dUring the actual experiment thakthe CM ieceiver cv tdIckt-

measure the Dopplei shift accuraiely. Because of these difficulties, the
`low-loW" technique detected no graVity anomalies during the Apollo-
Soyuz,flighk, but anoth% atteinpi On some future mission may be successful.

NevertheleSs, the:MA-089 Experiment was able to measure the ionization
oktbe lov-density dtmosphere at 'a 222-kilometer altitude: The electron
density varied from 3 x 109 electrons/m3 on the nightside Of the Eirth to .

5 5 10'1 Vectrons/m3 on the dayside: More interesting were. the many
sudden changes in ionization,, Most of these occurred as Apollo-Soyuz
crossed the Equator, which indicates that the ionosphere (see Pamphlet V) is
irregular in that region. Figure 4,3 is a plot of the change of frequency during

2.00

1.50

0.50

' a

S -0 50

C

(5. 21 .00- Mb.

-1.50

Map of ievoltition 127 with plot of MA-089 frequeach changes. The electron Figure 4.3
density between the Apollo -CM and the DM Can be computed from'the change -
In frequency.

. ,
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one Kevelulion (nuinber. 127). This lot Mows a big "wave" 4tie to changes..
in electron Ansity just vest of California on the evening of.July.23497.
This wave had a V/avelength of 690 kiloeters ovef whic electron
density chingedlly 35 pircent. The wave extended 7200 itifOril
the Apollo-Soyui orbit.
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A, satellite at very' high altitude is almost unaffected by:,gravity..inombalies
'',because of the lir2 in Newton's Law of Gravitation. Therefore, Doppler

trackIng of:.a low satellite (acce,lereted by gravity anomalies) from a high
satellite should make measurements of thoSe accelerations possible: The
situation is complicated because the low satellite (APollo) moves it changing. ".
angles to the high-low line (Fig. 5.1). When Apollo Was directly under the high
satellite, there was no. Doppler shift because there was no component of
'orbital velocity along the high-loW line.

* to.
P

. .

The ATS-6 Geosynohronous Satellite
The ATS-6 communications satellite wasin af24-hour geosynchronotis orbit
35 900 kilometeiS:aboVe'Lake Victeria in East Africa. At that height, 42'x.80
kilometers from the Earth"s Center, it circles the Earth every 24 hour's and
remains Over; the same point on the Equator all the time (hence the Mune
geosynchronous---;' in time with the Earth''). The ATS-6 satellite was located
in this position to.broadeast teldvision programs to India andAfrica, and it

.' was alSO used kir communications With Apollo-Soyuz (see Pafriphlet. I). It
relayed t(oice, radiO,, and teleVision communications on several eircuits to
the ATS, receiver in Madrid,-Spain.. NASA has.sei/eral Other ATS -satellites
planned' that will eventually relay,,real-time" television' and radio trans

'. missions to or froni any part W. the world.
The STDN receiver transmitter at Madrid (Fig. 5.1) is part of NASA's

'worldWide Spacecraft Tracking and Data Network.of 17 ground stations and
several Otitis: When Apollo -Soyuz was 5° above the local horizon, each of

. 'these 'radio stations. 'could relay messages to or, from Apollo and SoyUz..
The Apollo spacecraft in low Earth orbit, ATS-6 sat'ellite in high orbit

(actually more than '1613 times higher than Apoll6), and the ground receivers ,

at Madrid,..Spain.; are shown.. Schematically in 'Figure 5.1. The radio fre-
quencies used hetween each pair are 'given in gigaherti (109 cyclei/sec). The
2.Y5 glgithertz-radie-signals-from-Apollo-to-ATS;.6- haVe a-Doppler-shift of
Af.=-- 2.25 X :10". "4,c.;.Where rA iS the.annponot Of Apollo's orbital velocity v
along. the Ap011o/ATS-6 linL7lie.Doppldr shift (and vA) was zero when
Apollo passed directly .ualer,the ATS -6 iindv was perpendicular to the line
from. Apollo to ATS,6. The shift was a Taxilrium (A almost equal to v) when
Apollo ikas near thehoiiiOni as seen froni the ATS-6.. These Doppler- shifted
signals were then iddibed the *Over in Madrid oil a 3.8-gigaliertz
circuit with'almoSt..noDOpPlei shift because the position of the ATS-6 is
nearly fixed in the sky: .

It would also have been ,possible to measure the Doppler shift in the
Apollo .23-gigehertZ.,radio :ti'anSiniSsidn's to the. STDN station in Madrid



Figure 5.1 Schematic of the ATS-8/Apollo communicittiorlinks. The ATS Rangingstation.
Is designated ATSR;..the NASA Spacecraft .Traciang'and Data Network station
is designated STDN.



= 2.3.x 1Ok vie); but the -effect of ions in the lower atmosphere com
plicates such measurements (see Sec. 4): Ions had little effect the

pollo/ATS6 link on on the ATS-6/Madrid link because these radio ayes
travel only short distances thrOugh the ions,and email correction co Id be
Made for the ion effect.' 2

The MA-128 Geodynemic Experiment
The objective of theGeodynamic Experiment was to measure gravity anoina-

as small as 0.05mm/Sec2 over features as small as 304kilometeis. Two
areas were selected: the center of Africa, which has positivesraVity anomalies,
and the Indian Ocean trough, which'has a negative gravity anomaly. Apollo -

passed over central Africa on its 115th orbit (revoluti n) around th Earth
and over the ,Indian.Ocean on revolutionSi8; 23; and 5 , as shown in re r
5.2. Measurements were made on these orbits and on rev lutiOns 120 anc1.135:
Gravity anomalies were measured in the three areas s own in Figure 5.2:

. Because the ATS-6 satellite. was almost -directly oVe ead in Africa,' the
, component vA in Figure 5.1 was directed nearly up s r down over each
anomaly (as over the mascon in Fig. 2.3); and the sensi ivity for measuring
he strength of the anomaly .washigh.

The radiofrequency crystal oscillators were stable e ough that velocity
changes' as small as I mm/sec were detected: Errors in t e measured values
of vA were about 0.5 mm/sec, Measurements were mad on 108 orbits for
the 40 minutes of each 93-minute orbitai period during, hich Apollo was
within 7500 kilometers of the point in East Africa direct! under the ATS-.6.
(During the other 53 minutes ()reach orbit, Apollo eithe couldri!t see the
ATS-6.or.saw.it so near the horizon that many ions were in the line of 'sight)
When Apollo was rolled or turned in any way, its radio a tenna was moved
artificially, The time of such maneuvers was recorded at'th. Mission Control
'Center. (MCC) at the SlASA.Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) in
Houston. The MA-128 Doppler measurements at those tim s were no good

' (the' scientists didn't want to misinterpret 'a spacecraft, rs II' as a gravity
anomaly!). In seneral, two or more orbits over the same g avity anomaly
were used to estimate its strength.

.;

Results of. the'Geosdynarnic Experiment.
Changes in vA (the component of Apollo's orbital velocity,toward the ATS:6)
during three orbits over the Indian Ocean and the Himalaya Mountains are
shown in Figure "5.3. After correction for the effects of ions and electrons
between Apollo and the ATS-6, the Doppler shifts (AvA ) definitely show the
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Figure 5.2 Apollo spacecraft groundtrackslor Experiment MA-128.'.

y. (
Indian Ocean anomaly. The Himalayan anomaly is less certain, howe
ixcause there was a high density of atmospheric ions over the Himalayas
each, time Apollo pissed over. If the changes in VA are converted to the
strength of the anomalies, the two largest anomalies correspond to changes in
g of 0.6 and 1.0 mrrdsec2, abotit 10-4 g. Other orbits showed 10-5g
anomalies in Asia Minor, 10-6-g anomalies in,central Africa, and less well

.determined anomalies in the Southern Hemisphere. Some of the anomalies in
Asia Minor are associated Wittrcontinental drift (movement of large sections
of the Earth's crust) in that area (see Pamphlet ). .
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Changes. In Apollo velocHy toward the ATS-6 caused by gravity anomalies in
the Indian Ocean and Himalaya Mountains. Note that .vA chimes agree welln
three orbits.

Figure 5.6;'>:

!-TheiMA,-128 Experiment ilso provided new data about the,Earth's atmos-
phere: Measurements made just as Apollo dis'appe4red from ATS-6 view
be1dw the horizon, (or as Apollo reappeared above the horizon) show he

--feiraction (bending) of radio waves in the Earth's atmosphere, Theie refrac-
tions:can be used to derive the temperature .T and the pressure,LP of the
atmosphere through which the radio laves passed. Using measurements
taken at .y = second intervals for 30 seconds before Apollo disappeared below



or after it reappeared abOve the horizon, the scientists derived T and P for
.several altitudei. In one place, the values derived agree with measurements
made from a balloon alight, which means that the "high-low"' satellite
combination can collect certain meteorological (weather) data rapidly. Later,
when satellites are positioned at several longitudes around thsworld, this
technique will give measurements of T and P wherever low satellites cross'a
ring about 9000 kilOmeters from the point under each high satellite.

Questions for Ditcussion,
(Doppler Effect, Spin, Otbits)

01

8. With drystal oscillators contiolling radiofrequency to I Milliheriz in
334 megahertz, what is the smallest velocity along' the line of sight that,
can be detected?,

9. the DM had no been stabilized by a spin, what could haVe happened
prevent collection of the Apollo-DM Doppler measurements?

'10. If the Earth rotated once every 12 hours (instead of once every 24 hours),
hcir high'would a geosynchronous satellite have to be?.

1. Figure 5.1 shows an' intermediate position of Apollo rdlative to the
A -6. Where would the Doppler shift be at a maximum? Where would
Apllo be for zero Doppler shift?,



,piseussiop topies lAnswers to..Quettions)
1. (Sec. 2B) The Doppler formula is Af=fv/vs. The "put-put" frequency,/

. is 10 put-puts/sec. The speed of the' car v is 50 km/hr or 13.9 m/sec. The speed
of sound vs is 320 m/sec. There. forc, Af.= (10) (13.9/320) = 0.434 put-puts/seC,
and f' = f -:,Of = 9.566 put-puts/sec, .

(Sec. 2B) The Doppler radar °tulle police car will detect only the com
Pcment of s velocity its line of sight, 45° to the highway (car's
yelocity v). wilt thus read v cos 45°; or 0.707 v.

3.. (Sec. 2B) At the center of the Moon as seen from Earth, the orbiter is
;moving acmes our line of sight (0 = 90° in Fig. 2.; therefore, the:DpPpler

shift is iero R the edge of the Morin, the orbiter is moving directly away from .

us (0' = 180", and = v = :Vicrn/sec recession. The Doppler shift is then
= fv/cd=. x 109.kr.7/3 x...10 4 x 10' :herti or 11.3

kilohertz (-1'1.3 kilocycles/sec red shift).

4. (Sec. 3C) The period of a penduluin swing T 2TVE/g. At sea level,
g = 9.80 m/sec2; at a 47kilometer (14 000 foot) altitude (4 kilometers:farther
from the Earth's center), g is smallet:(9.786 m/sec2), so T wouldlie larger..
The ratio of T on the mountain to T at 'sea level is /9.80/9.786 = 1rrf0.14 =
1.0007. The 'period is'thus 0,0007 longer on the mountain, and the clock runs
slow by (0,0007)(1440,min/day) '= 1.0 min/day.

5. (Sec. 3C) The airplane in a banked turn is accelerated toward the(ceiner of
its turn; and thisiacceleratiorpincreases the -gravimetet reading. ,

6. (Sec.c) By Newton's LaW of Gravitatinn,Fg = GMm/r2 = mg. Thus,
g is prOporlional to 1/r2, where r is the distance from the Earth's center. 'At a
12-kilometer altitude, ris 6390, and g at that altitude is (6378 km/6390 kni)2
0.9962 times g at sea level, or (0.9962)(98000) = 9.763 m/sec2..

. 7. (Sec. 3C) At the Ecitiatot, a mass is moving at v'= 460 miser na curie
with a radius r of 6378 laloinOteii. as the Earth rotates once every 24 hours: a.
Piiit of the gravitational ford r = Gmlit/r2 is used to keep m ving in this
citcle, at acceleration ;a = V2 Therefore, .a spring balance r gravimete,r
.records Eg = MV2Ir ,= mg ma; and g is reduced by a = .v2 r. "Centrifugal
foree" is the term used to-describe mvzIr.

'8. (Sec. 5D) In the Doppler formula Of = fv/c, we need Af larger than
I millihertz. So D must be larger than (I millihertz/f) or.(10-3/3.34 x 108)
(3 X 108 m/sec) = 9 x 10-1 rn/sec, or 9 x 10-4 min/sec:or 0.9 mm/sec.



7
9. (Sec. 5D) If the DM had not been stabilized, it would probably have

"tumbled" so that iti transmitting antenna faced, away ftom Apollo. In that
case, no radio signal's could have been received by. Apollo.

10. (Sec. 5D) The period T of a satellite is related to its distance r froin the
Eirth's_,Center by lepler's Liw (see Pamphlet I):72 is proportional. to r3.
If T is redticed fromi24 hours'te 12 hours, r3 must be reduced bY (24/12)2 = 4.
The altitude of the. geosynehronous orbit, 35 900 kilOmetefe, plus. the.radius of
the Earth, 6378 kni = 42 278 = r. Therefore, the new r3 = (1/4)(42 278)3;=
(1/4X7.56 x 1013) = x 1013, and r = 2.66 x 104 kilometers, or
26600 kilometersfrom Earth's center, or 20 200 kilometers aboVe the Equator.

II. (Sec. 5D)LThe Apollo's Doppler shift would be i maximum when its
Orbital velocity v was along the Apollo /ATS line sight, at the lower left in
Figure 5.1. The Doppler shift Would be zero when Apollo passed under ATS-6
as it moved .across the line of sight.
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IntemlilotialOyitem (SI) Units
Names, symbo ;and conversion, factors of 81 units used in these pamphlets.:

Quantity Naine of unit: Symbol Conversioti:640r

1 km = 0.621 mile7

1m =3.28 ft
.1 ,cm 0.394 in.
1 nun = 0.039 in.
rim .= 3.9ox ,10,-5 in. = 104 A

nm.=,.10 A

Mass, kilo$ram kg. . 1 tonne = 1.102-ions__
1 kg = 2.20 lb .

I vs= 0.0022 lb = 0.035 oz
1 Mg = 2.20 x 10-5 lb = 3.5 x 10-5 Oz

Time
10,ek,

second sea' 1 yr,-= 3.156 x -10T sec
1 day =-8.64 x 104 sec,,
1 hr -= 3600 sec

tnperature kglvin 273 k. =0° = 32° F
373 K = 100° C--=212° F

Alta square meter m2 1 m2 = 104 cm2 ft2

Volunie cubic Meter.
___

M3 = =- 35 ft2

Frequency hertz Hz 1 RIC l'cyeldsec ;-.
1 kHz = 1.000cyclei/ied
1 MHz = 105- cyClei/sec

nsity kilogram per k l kg/m3 -=!0.001. gm/cnia
cubicfneter 1 gm/cm3 =:density'Of water

d,,velocity : meter per second tn/sec - 14 I in/See -+-- '3.28 ft/sec
. I km/sec =: 2240 mi/hr

..
n.,.

Foice newton r-,-.,,_.iN 1 N = 105 dynes =0.224 lbf

-
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ame of unit Symbol, ConVersion factor

Pressure newton'per square
meter

14i..6112 1 Nim2 1:45, x 10" 11:Win2

Energy joule. J 1.J = 0.239 calorie;

'Photon energy
A

electronvolt eV r eV = 1.60 x 1019 J; 1 I .= 107 er

Power watt W 1 W = 1 lisec
1

Atom% mass mic mass unit amu 1 amu = 1:66 x 10-77 kg.

Customary nits. thied With thy SI Units.

Name of unit. J. Symbbl ConverSion factor

Wavelength of Angstrom 0.1 rim = 10-1° al
light

Acceleration
of gravity .

'= 9.8 m/sec2

: f t

r.



Unit:Prifines

Pre Abbreviation Factor by which unit,
is multiplied

tent

gigs

mega'

kilo

hecto

centi

milli

micro
..nano

'

pico

. "

101!

10°.

10e

103

1A2

10-.2

10-3

10-3

10-2

10-12

Poiters of 10
1.

:increasing Decreasing

102 .100 .

103 = 1 000

104 = 10 000, etc: .

Examples:.

.

.4"

1072 = 1/100 =*0.01
, .

: 10-3 = 1/1000 -,t: 0.001 ,..

ei0-4 = 4110 000 = 0:999,1, etc..

ExaniPte:

2 )4'10° = 2 000'000 , 5,67.x 10-5 -= 0.000 056 7

,,:,
2 x 103° = 2 followed zeroby 0 .4.,..

,, ", ...,

. .-
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-GIOSsary. A

References to sections; Appendix A (answers io_guestions), and figures. are
included in the entries. Those in italic type are the.alcist,helpful.
acceleration (a).change of velocity with time (Secs. 2A,. 3, 4; App.

nos. 5, 7; Figs. 2.3, 5.3) The acceleration of gravity at the Earth's surface
is called g. .

ATS-ecoMmunicatiOns satellite a satellite in :geoSynchronous (14-hour
Period) orbit-35 900 kilometers 'above East Africa, used to :rebroadcast

.radio signals to' rid froth the control station in, MaApidi,SPain: (Secs.
5A 5B, SC ho.. 1; Fig;:

basin a depression. Basins on the Moon are laFge Craters caused' by meteor
impact, Oceantbasins on Earth are deep.places in the floor of the' oceans.
(Secs. 2A.,:3B) .

beat frequency when two sources, are emitting sound waves of a differe t
.

frequency (ft, 4),. the combinei4Ound swells and falls in intensi y,
producing beats. The fro Mercy of the beat is f, -7-fl: (Sec. 2A; Fig. 2.4)

c the ..velocity of light, radio, and (Aber electromagnetic waves, 3 x 108

Command Module (CH the paft 4the Apollo spacecraft in which the

.. ..
misec2.:(Sec. 2). . ,+' . :,' '' :

astronauts lived and .worked; attached to the Service Module (SM) untilthe
reentry. jniOrthe Ewth'S aituosphere. (Sec. 4; Fig. 4.3)

component, (radial) of velhcity he fraction Of1iielocity vector that is alOng
the line of.sight of an o 'server; it is only this fraction that produces Doppler
shift. (Secs. 2A, 5 to C; App. A, .nos. 2, 3, 11; Fig.2.2, 5.1, 5.3),

Crater, a circular dePres ion. Most of those' on the. Moon,Were produced by
meteor impact..(Secsi 244:3!3; Fig. 2.3) ' . '''.y.,:Y:.'::.,,:,;',. .'

crystitl a:Solid domposeloi of atoms or ions or molectiteWarranie44nitreutaa::.: ,.

repetitive patterhy.lq an electronie circuit, it ckskiflatek .01.4..fi iiii0,* ,

quency. (Secs .2A 1:!,5B; App. A, no'. 8) ',...:::,i..:;';'.; ..;-:.; : ",,.?t,',.',i'.'
Docking ModulelD ).'a special CoMponent addedit4the;,Np9,11cisPa0#4i:

so that it could be joined with Soyuz. (Secs. 1, 4;'''A '', ..F*''''
4.3) See Pamphlet( I.

.Doptder shift the change ofIreqUency and wavelength in.theS ct tii':'6
'''...SO'titee approaching an observer (blue shift)'eLieceding: frOn0fith.lf,
...',;shift).. (Secs. 2, 2A, 4, 5 to SC; App. A,:n9i. 1 to 3, 8, 11; Pie:

......:,,,,,'2.2, 4.1,4.2) P., '' ... ,: -",..,.

Os& atmOsiiheric the frictional forces opposing'Spacectaft.velociq;'taused
...even at higkaltitudes by the low-density Earth atirkisptiere:thereiros-

Y.pheric dragclowerS the orbit. (See.
frequency (Ale nUmber,,,of oscillations or waves lea`41184 kound source

or a radi,,antetha or a light source per sec041; (Sics:q,:,.'43% 4, 5A, 5B; :

Figs. °.2.4:', 4.3J.::-'1,..:::.:.;
.



g acceleration of graYity at the Earth's:surface; 9.8 m/sec2-;.(Sces. 1, 3;3k
to 3C, 5C; App. A, nos. 4, 6, 7; Figs. 1.1, 3,2)

.geosynehronous orbit an orbit that is synchronized with the Earth's rotation
Aigellite that is 35 900 kilometers anfthe Equator (42 400 kilometers
franc the Earth's center) and that is' ving eastward has a 24-hdur
and remains per the same place on Earth, .(Sec. '5A; App. A, no 10)

gravimeter an instrument for measuring g by the exteriSis of a spring
(Secs. 3A, 3B; ./AiWn. A, nos. 5, 7; Fig. 3.2) '1/yr

gravitation the fofc4f attraction between two amasses (m and gi5/en.by
Newton's Law Ps, = GmkfIrl,. Where r is the distance between Them an
G is a cOhstant. (Secs. 2A,

.
3;5; App. A, nos. 6, 7)

gravity the downward force on,imaSenear the Earth. (Sea 3 to 313)
gravity anomaly a region wkleffP gravity is lower or higher;.\than expectedi

if the Earth's crust is considered to hive..lihiform density. (Secs: f,
1B, 4; 5, 513;5C)
reenwich mean time (GMT) theliiiie,o' ran tvent, from .0 at midnight tO'
12 hours at noeih to 24 hours at midhitittas rneasUred at 0° longitude
(GreenWich, near London, England).'GMT:7s4iSed on space missions to
avoid cohfusion With other time zones. See Pamphlet I.

.groundtrack the path followed by a spacecraft over the Earth's surface.
(Fig. 5.2) Affr,

hertz (Hz) a unit of frequency, one, oScillatiA'(cycle) per second: t miiiit ;I,
hertz = t0-3cycles/sec,1 kilObertz = X1000 cycles/sec, 1 megahertz ..,10

.high-loW a technique for, measuring grayity anomalies, using one higisioxiit'v,

!!.u-sr,/
cycles7sec,',..1" gigahertz 109 cycles/sec.

satellite and one low-orbit satellite and measuring radio iSoPpler shift's
between. them. (Secs. 1, 5, 5A to 5C) :

Ion an atom with one or more electrons removed or more arely, added: The
'electrons along the path of a radio wave change its freq ency. Ionization
the fraction of.atOms ionized. (SecS. 4, 5A., 5C; Fig 4:2; 5.1)

'w-low a technique for measuring gravity anomalies, u ing two saitilites in
loW orbit and measuring,tndo Doppler shifts betwe them. (Secs." 1,4)
A.089 the Doppler' TilckAgg. Experiment on the A IIO-Soyuz mission j!'3,.
(Secs: 1, 4; Fig. 4.3)

,Geodynamics Experiment. (Secs. 1, 5B, 5C)
masCon2mass concentration; a region of high density' below the Moon'S

surface. (Secs24; 3. 3B, 5B; Fig. 2.3) ; I ` ." A.

!Orbit the path followed by a satellite around an astronomical body, such as': t.

the Earth or MoOn...(Secs:' P; 2A, 3B, 4, 54 to 5C; Figs: 4.2, 5:3) The'Orbit
"number or,:"revolution" was used on Aphii-O-Soyuz to identify the tim
(Sec: 5B;Figs. 4.3; 5.2):
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oscillator. an electronic deVice producing radio.Waves'ot "a given frequency '.
Crystal. oscillators 'give a highly accurate ftequenCy :(SeCs:,;; A.; .513; :

Appl.:A; 8)
"'pendulum

.

ai mass SuspendOfriivttikdiolht:*)11).44can.s#10hitcicAfid
.forth. freely. *)(,Seci

. period 0) the time talten:by,*:'SatellitetOtioveCOnee around its orbit, of the
time between two succeSsiViWiags.Of, pendulum 'or between two suck
cesiive wave crests in radiO alight waves. (Secs. 2, 3A; App. A, nos. 4;10;
Fig. 2.1)

r 4,he diStance of a satellite :from the Earth's 'center.
radhiwaves electromagnetic Waves of wavelength betweeh T trilitimeter and

several" thousand kilotneterSand frequeucles!between 300 gigabeitt and a
few hertz. The higher fre4liencies are used for spacecraft communications,
the lower for Navy communications: (Secs: '2, 2A., 4, 5A to 5C;
App. A, ;:

reaCtion7coMiOljetsrsitiall propulsion units on a spacecraft used to rotate it
cixaceletitte-.it; :tspecific :direction. (Sec. 4) . .

4, . ,

refructiOn.the banging of electromagnetic" rays such as light or radio w vei* !
I .

where, the material: they are passing through 'changes. in deniity. of er
propertiei . ,

revolution th-54ecolutiOn or orbit number; of a spacecraft in orbitii*Ouitt the
.Earth. t.2) .

,Service MOUle:(SM),the large -part.of the Apoltil!spa.cecraft Aat contains:
. support egitiptiient IS; :attached. to" the. Coalman odtile: (CM) until

just beforetbe.C11/4/14eiater.4: the Earth's at ere.
sound, wavei11410.icillOirphsia the-air, The speed otOund is 320 misec.

(Sec. 2; .
. .

vector a directedOintity, such as velocity; fOrce, or acceleration .; yectoi
SyMbols 6r.,4;'10. are given in boldface type. s'

wavelength (X) the distance from the crest, of one wave tolhe'Cresr.9(tbe
next, usually measured in angstronii for x-rayi and visible light4ind
centimeters or meters, for radio waves `see Appendix B. (Sec :2)..

. . .
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